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Abstract

The present article reports a study of thermal oxidation of unstabilized polyamide 11 films at several temperatures (90 – 165 °C) under atmospheric pressure and under various oxygen pressures (up to 1.6 MPa) at 110 °C. The chemical structure changes are monitored by IR spectroscopy (carbonyl groups) and UV-visible spectrophotometry (yellowing). Molar mass changes are determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). By investigating the influence of oxygen pressure it is clearly shown that reactions involving P\textsuperscript{*} radicals other than O\textsubscript{2} addition cannot be neglected under atmospheric pressure. Under the conditions of this study limited to relatively low oxidation levels, IR and UV measurements indicate that carbonyl groups and chromophores responsible for yellowing have the same relative yield whatever the temperature and oxygen pressure. SEC measurements highlight the significant predominance of random chain scissions over crosslinking events. Crosslinking only appears after an induction time, presumably because it involves reactions between primary oxidation products. The ratio of carbonyl groups over chain scissions is about 7.5 at low conversions and about 2.5 at high conversions, showing that α amino alkoxy radicals are mainly transformed into imides without chain scission.
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1. Introduction

Polyamides are reactive with oxygen and undergo thermal oxidative degradation even at moderate temperature. In practice, oxidation results in the deterioration of optical and mechanical properties. Since lifetime prediction is essential for polyamide users and producers, this work is aimed at elaborating a model based on a non-empirical kinetic scheme for predicting the time to embrittlement in given exposure condition. This article reports the first step of the kinetic approach which is the choice of reliable input data to the model and the prediction of the degree of yellowing and the molar mass value, this latter being linked to mechanical properties.

Practically, all the authors having studied polyamide thermal oxidation and model compounds have elaborated mechanisms starting from the hypothesis that oxidation is a radical chain mechanism mainly propagated by hydrogen abstraction on α-N-methylene. This selectivity is supported by experimental and thermochemical arguments [1,2]. Many authors assume implicitly or explicitly that the process is 100% selective that would be surprising for a radical process. In fact, little is known on the selectivity degree of this propagation mechanism. Considering in a first approach that: i) H abstraction is 100% selective and ii) 100% of initiation events result from α-N-hydroperoxide decomposition, it is possible to formulate the mechanistic scheme of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 schematizes polyamide oxidation which is shown to have common characteristics with liquid hydrocarbon or polyolefins i.e. a closed loop behavior: radicals are generated from POOH decomposition (possibly by a unimolecular process) and propagate to yield to another POOH. Several reactions (terminations, pathways from POOH to P°) are not shown in the aim of simplicity.

In a recent review, we analyzed data from literature using kinetic analysis in order to assess reliable values of kinetic parameters [3]. However, we faced several contradictions:

Fig. 1. Closed loop behavior of polyamide 11 oxidation.
According to El-Mazry et al. [4], the ratio between chain scissions and carbonyls would be close to unity, contrary to the experimental observation by Sagar [5] and later Lemaire et al. [6] according to which imides are the main oxidation product. Since imides are formed without chain scission, the ratio of chain scission/carbonyl would be expected significantly lower than 1.

In our attempts to simulate existing kinetic curves from oxygen uptake or carbonyl build-up in air [3], we applied an extremely high rate constant value for the termination reaction (6) involving two per oxy radicals:

(6) $POO^* + POO^* \rightarrow$ inactive products

However, how can we ensure the real value of this constant has been correctly assessed? An overestimation is likely to happen since we neglected other termination processes such as:

(4) $P^* + P^* \rightarrow$ inactive products

(5) $P^* + POO^* \rightarrow$ inactive products

Both processes are expected to have higher rate constants than the one associated to (6) [7,8].

In the present study, new data are brought in order to discuss the previous questions:

- Ageing experiments under several oxygen pressures are performed in order to get accurate values for termination rate constants [7],

- A special attention is paid to molar mass distribution changes determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). The latter technique [9,10] appears to be relevant in comparison with rheometry measurements [4] where part of the oxidized polymer may undergo thermolysis as the measurements are performed in molten state. Furthermore, SEC is expected to be more informative than viscosimetry (only $M_w$ [11]) with the aim of quantifying the dual chain scission/crosslinking process in polyamides.

- Attention is also paid to physical properties, especially optical (yellowing), suggesting correlation between their changes and oxidation induced structural changes.

2. Experimental

2.1. Material

Unstabilized 70 µm thick PA11 film was prepared at 240 °C from PA11 pellets provided by ARKEMA in a single screw extruder RCP-0750 (Randcastle). This thickness value was chosen to avoid diffusion limited oxidation.
2.2. Accelerated ageings

PA11 films were placed in an air ventilated ovens XUO 32 (France Etuves) at temperature range between 90 and 165 °C. Samples were also aged in autoclaves at 110 °C under oxygen pressure (between 0.3 and 1.6 MPa). The samples were dried overnight under vacuum at 50 °C before ageing.

2.3. FTIR spectroscopy

Infrared spectra were collected in transmission mode using a Perkin Elmer Frontier spectrophotometer in the range 4000 - 400 cm\(^{-1}\) at 4 cm\(^{-1}\) optical resolution and 32 scan repetitions.

The determination of the imide absorption band in the carbonyl area is carried out by the investigation of diacetamide (DS950 Aldrich), assumed to be a pertinent model compound. Different concentrations of diacetamide are prepared in CHCl\(_3\) in order to determine the imide molar extinction coefficient. The solutions were placed in a KBr sealed cell of 100 µm optical path (GS0131 Specac) to perform the IR spectra.

2.4. UV –Visible spectrophotometry

Transmission UV-Visible spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV/Vis spectrophotometer between 200 and 800 nm.

2.5. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)

Molar mass of PA11 films was determined by SEC [9,10]. Samples were dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropan-2-ol (HFiP – ≥99 % purity – VWR) with a concentration of 1 mg ml\(^{-1}\). After a gentle manual agitation, the solution was allowed to rest overnight at room temperature. Samples were injected in the chromatograph (Water alliance 2695) after a filtration on Acrodisc CR PTFE 0.2 µm (Pall Light Sciences). The separation was performed using a pre-column and two columns packed with 7-µm particles, and 1000 Å and 100 Å pore size, both supplied by Polymer Standards Services (PSS), Mainz, Germany. The dimension of columns was 8 mm ID x 300 mm length. The columns were thermostated at 40 °C. The operating conditions were as follows: the mobile phase was a mixture of HFiP + 0.05 mol l\(^{-1}\) potassium trifluoroacetate (KTFAc), flow rate was 1 ml min \(^{-1}\) and injection volume was 100 µl. The detection module was performed using a WATERS 410 differential refractive index detector and data treated with PSS WinGPC unity v.5 SEC software. The calibration was built using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards supplied by Polymer Laboratories (Varian), Church Stretton, UK, with molar mass ranging between 420 and 1 900 000 g mol\(^{-1}\) and calibration curve was adjusted with an order 5 polynomial. Average molecular weights are expressed in PMMA equivalent.
3. Results

3.1. Infrared spectra

Mid infrared spectroscopy is classically employed to investigate oxidation products especially carbonyl species. Fig. 2. is a zoom on carbonyl species absorption area which is a massive shoulder.

![Fig. 2. Carbonyl absorption area during thermal ageing of PA11 films under air at 110 °C (a) and comparison of IR spectra during air ageing and under oxygen pressure at 110 °C (b)](image)

The spectra show a noticeable growth of a wide band between 1770 and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\). Fig. 2b. displays IR spectra of oxidized PA11 in air and under oxygen pressure (1.6 MPa) at approximately the same conversion degree. The spectra have a similar shape, suggesting that oxidation under high oxygen pressure does not change the relative proportion of carbonyl species formed from POOH decomposition. Three significant new peaks appear in the carbonyl region. The peak fitting tool in OriginPro 8 software from OriginLab\(^\text{®}\) enables to find and fit peaks in our spectra (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3. IR spectrum curve fit of a PA11 film after 600 hours under air at 110 °C.](image)
Thus, the three characteristic bands emerging slightly from the massive shoulder were detected at 1756 cm\(^{-1}\), 1734 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1711 cm\(^{-1}\), and they are observed whether the ageing is carried out under air or oxygen pressure.

According to the mechanistic scheme of Fig. 1., the unique precursor of carbonyl groups would be the alkoxy radical resulting from \(\alpha\)-N-hydroperoxide decomposition whatever its molecularity in Fig. 4.

![Chemical structure](attachment:image.png)

**Fig. 4.** Some carbonyl species formed during PA thermal oxidation with carbonyl and chain scission yield corresponding to chemical reactions.

Sagar’s study on \(N\)-alkylamide oxidation revealed that imides are the main oxidation products (c) [5]. However, alkoxy radicals have other routes of reaction among which hydrogen abstraction leading to a (probably unstable) alcohol (d) or \(\beta\) scission (b) leading to the formation of an aldehyde and a primary macroradical. It is reasonable to assume that aldehydes undergo fast over-oxidation in the presence of oxygen and form the corresponding carboxylic acid (e and f). Oliveira et al [12] put forward the formation of carboxylic acids and esters during PA11 thermal oxidation. In the case of photo-oxidation, Lemaire et al suggested that carboxylic acids are formed by the hydrolysis of imides [6,13]. The imide group IR absorption band is found to be at 1738 and 1698 cm\(^{-1}\) from diacetamide IR spectrum in CHCl\(_3\). Roger [13] also assigns the absorption bands at 1735 and 1690 cm\(^{-1}\) to the imide group in the case of PA12 photo oxidation. Carboxylic acid (e) displays an absorption band at about 1710 cm\(^{-1}\) [14,15,16]. Thanks to this analysis of oxidation chemical reactions, it is possible to propose the following IR absorption band assignments (Table 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band absorption (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Carbonyl chemical structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1756</td>
<td>Isolated carboxylic acids [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1734</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1711</td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Carbonyl absorption band assignments.

All the species absorbing in 1700-1770 cm⁻¹ spectral range grow almost proportionally and there is no other noticeable change in the whole IR spectrum that seems to confirm the hypothesis that most of the stable oxidation products come from a unique precursor, this latter being presumably the α-N alkoxy. It is thus reasonable to assume that the change of a given band, for instance the one at 1734 cm⁻¹ linked to imides which are assumed to be the main oxidation products [5,6], is representative of the whole conversion of the oxidation process.

Molar absorption coefficients are needed to estimate concentrations and some of these latter have been compiled in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbonyl species</th>
<th>IR band (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>ε (l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-CONH-R'</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCO₂H</td>
<td>1712</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1715-1710</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diacetamide</td>
<td>1738</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Molar extinction coefficient values for some carbonyl species

Based on tables 1 and 2, the following assignments are suggested: carboxylic acids (1756 and 1711 cm⁻¹) and imide (1734 cm⁻¹), and the corresponding molar absorption coefficients: ε_acid (680 l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹) and ε_imide (285 l mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹). The concentration of each carbonyl species is directly calculated from the IR spectra by Beer Lambert’s law and it is displayed in Table 3 for some accelerated ageings.
Table 3. Concentration of carbonyl species for some ageing conditions.

Table 3 points out that imides are the main carbonyl product that supports the results from literature [5,6]. However, the IR spectra deconvolution (Fig. 3) shows some overlapping of other carbonyl bands with imide one. In a routine study, imide concentration is directly determined from the spectrum applying the Beer-Lambert law to the absorbance at 1734 cm$^{-1}$ without any correction. The corresponding imide concentration is firstly named [Im]$_{\text{rout}}$. A theoretically better way consists in determining the absorbance of this peak on a deconvoluted spectrum using the same molar extinction coefficient. The corresponding concentration is called [Im]$_{\text{dec}}$. The relationship between both imide concentration values is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The slope deviation from unity indicates the importance of band overlappings in the uncorrected spectrum. This slope value can be used as a correction factor to determine “real” imide concentration from uncorrected spectra. In fact, deconvolution is useful to have better values but it is a time-consuming procedure. Since imide concentration is considerably higher than acid ones, in a first approximation one can consider that [Im]$_{\text{rout}}$ is the (slightly underestimated) global carbonyl concentration in the sample. Furthermore, given to the incertitude on molar absorptivity and FTIR
band assignments, it was hence preferred to consider the overall carbonyl concentration directly measured from the absorbance at 1734 cm\(^{-1}\) (corresponding to \([\text{Im}]_{\text{out}}\) renamed \([\text{PC=O}]_{1734\text{cm}^{-1}}\) in the following of the study) presumably linked to the predominant imides.

Kinetic curves of this carbonyl concentration for all the exposure conditions under study are presented in Fig. 6.

![Kinetic curves of carbonyl concentration at various temperatures (a) and oxygen pressures at 110 °C (b).](image)

In Fig. 6, the experimental data are fitted with a simple power law (lines) of exponent 2/3 which is not a kinetic model. A significant feature of polyamide 11 (and other aliphatic polyamides [3,4,19,20,21]) is the absence of induction period that is typical of polyolefins oxidation for instance. Here, oxidation rate is maximal at the beginning of exposure. In the following, initial rate \(r_0\) is chosen for the kinetic analysis and, carbonyl concentration is assumed to be close to the whole quantity of oxygen reacted per volume unit or, at least that both quantities are proportional irrespective of temperature or oxygen pressure. This hypothesis allows using certain laws established for oxygen absorption, where the oxygen pressure dependence is taken into account. For instance, it was established that in certain conditions, especially stationary state and long kinetic chains, the oxidation rate can be described as an hyperbolic function of oxygen pressure [22]. To put in evidence the oxygen pressure dependence in our case, the initial carbonyl growth rate is plotted against oxygen pressure in Fig. 7.
Despite a noticeable scatter, one can recognize a trend towards an hyperbolic shape, oxidation rate tending to become pressure independent above, typically, 0.5 MPa i.e. above a critical O$_2$ concentration [O$_2$]$_c$ ~ 7.5×10$^{-4}$ mol l$^{-1}$ by assuming an oxygen solubility coefficient of 1.5×10$^{-8}$ mol l$^{-1}$ Pa$^{-1}$ [23]. An important implication of this result is that, under atmospheric pressure (p$_{O2}$ = 0.02 MPa), reactions of P$^\circ$ radicals, especially terminations, can occur and must be taken into account in mechanistic and kinetic schemes.

3.2. UV-Vis spectrophotometry

UV-Vis spectra were collected in order to monitor PA11 discoloration. Fig. 8. shows the changes in the spectra during air ageing at 110 °C at various ageing times.

A wide band displaying a maximum at ca 280 nm and extending up to 470 nm grows during exposure. Indeed, since the sample absorbs in the violet-blue part of visible spectrum ($\lambda$ > 380 nm), it becomes progressively yellow then brownish. A yellowness index could be determined from absorbance measurements [24] but it was preferred here to use the absorbance change at 280 nm
owing to higher sensitivity as long as it remains below 1.4 O.D. units. The absorbance at 280 nm corresponds to a shoulder that comes out at the beginning of exposure and grows during oxidation. This shoulder is arbitrarily chosen as a relevant discoloration index. Kinetic curves of absorbance changes at 280 nm are plotted at various temperatures and oxygen pressures in Fig. 9.

![Kinetic curves of 280 nm absorbance changes at various temperatures and oxygen pressures](image)

**Fig. 9.** Kinetic curves of 280 nm absorbance changes at various temperatures (a) and oxygen pressures at 110 °C (b)

These curves display the same trends as carbonyl curves of Fig. 6., with no induction period, a maximum rate at the onset of exposure and a shape which could be approximated by the same power law of exponent 2/3 (lines in Fig. 9), suggesting that both chromophores and carbonyl species are sharply linked and have probably the same precursor.

3.3. SEC measurements

Thermal oxidation is expected to modify molar mass distribution as it leads to chain scission or crosslinking reactions. Molar mass distributions obtained by SEC during an exposure at 110°C in air are shown in Fig. 10. A shift toward low molar mass values is observed whereas the distribution shape remains globally unchanged. The latter result supports the previous assumption that oxidation of our 70 µm thick samples is not limited by oxygen diffusion. Otherwise, an heterogeneous oxidation process would lead to a secondary peak appearance or, at least, it would broaden the distribution.
In order to have a better outlook of the distribution shape and its changes during exposure, it was chosen to separate some results into two graphs instead of having one overloaded graph. It should be noted that for all sample the chromatograph surface/sample amount ratio remains constant that is to say that there is no insoluble part. Thus, molecular weight distribution is representative of the whole samples. The distribution as determined by SEC gives access to average molar masses $M_n$ and $M_w$ values. However, $M_n$ value is less precise than $M_w$ as it is difficult to choose the integration limit in low molar mass region. This comes from the fact that the chromatogram exhibits gently a tail in low molar weight region with no real return to baseline before the elution end column peak corresponding to eluent impurities. The number of chain scission ($s$) and crosslinking ($x$) events per mass unit can be assessed according to Saito relationship assuming random chain scission and crosslinking processes [25]:

$$\frac{1}{M_n} - \frac{1}{M_{n0}} = s - x \quad (\text{Eq. 1})$$

$$\frac{1}{M_w} - \frac{1}{M_{w0}} = \frac{s}{2} - 2x \quad (\text{Eq. 2})$$

In Fig. 11a and 11b, weight average molar mass changes are reported for all exposure conditions under study. It also displays PI (Polydispersity Index) (11c) and $x$ changes (11d) as a function of $s$ (chain scission events per mass unit).
Increasing temperature results in accelerating the decrease of molar mass (Fig. 11a).

Post-polycondensation predominates in the early hours of exposure, only under atmospheric pressure at 110°C (Fig. 11b) and at 90 °C. This phenomenon induces a slight molar mass increase without a change of polydispersity. Its influence on the course of oxidative degradation can be neglected.

The fast decrease of molar mass observed in all the cases in timescales longer than 50 hours clearly indicates the significant predominance of chain scission. In the early stage of exposure, polydispersity index remains equal to 2.0-2.1 revealing an almost pure and homogeneous random chain scission (Fig. 11c).

Beyond a certain level of degradation corresponding to about \( s = 0.013 \text{ mol kg}^{-1} \), the polydispersity begins to increase. Saito’s equations display a positive \( x \) root that points out the appearance of a crosslinking process explaining the polydispersity index increase (Fig. 11 c and d).
Fig. 12. displays chain scission and crosslinking number changes as a function of time during air ageing at 110 °C. It appears clearly that crosslinking is disfavored but not totally inhibited by an oxygen pressure increase (Fig. 11d). "In fact, under oxygen excess P° mainly reacts with oxygen to form POO° radicals. Termination reactions between P° and P° and between P° and POO° are negligible while termination reactions between POO° + POO° are predominant [7]. As a result, even if the occurrence of some crosslinking event would thus be linked to P° + POO° or to POO°+POO°, crosslink event from P° + P° is removed by increasing oxygen pressure". However, since always 4x << s, chain scission largely predominates.

![Graph showing chain scission (s) and crosslink (x) numbers as a function of time during isothermal air exposure (110 °C).](image)

**Fig. 12.** Chain scission (s) and crosslink (x) numbers as a function of time during isothermal air exposure (110 °C).

4. Discussion

4.1. Discoloration

According to Dong and Gijsman [18], a correlation between yellowing and oxidation exists for PA6 in the case of thermal oxidation between 120 and 170°C under air. Therefore, it seemed interesting to plot the changes in absorbance at 280 nm against the carbonyl concentration for several exposure conditions differing by temperature or oxygen pressure (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13. UV absorbance at 280 nm as a function of carbonyl concentration whatever the temperature of exposure in air (a) and whatever the oxygen pressure at 110°C (b).

The ratio between the concentrations of chromophoric species and carbonyls seemed to remain almost the same in the whole range of exposure conditions under study. In other words, it is tempting to suppose that the chromophoric species carries a carbonyl group and is a “primary” oxidation product.

According to a brief literature review, several types of carbonyl species have been imagined:

- \(-\text{CH}_2\text{-CH} = \text{CH-NH-CO}-\) coming from the disproportionation of an alkyl radical in \(\alpha\) position of the amide group with another radical [12,26]. This reaction is not expected to occur under oxygen excess regime, where each P* is immediately scavenged by oxygen to form a peroxo radical, inhibiting thus the formation of such unsaturated species. In other words, those species are not expected to be the main cause of yellowing.

- Biacetyl compounds \(-\text{CH}_2\text{-NH-CO-CO}-\) [27] generated by a co-oxidation mechanism i.e. involving other \(-\text{CH}_2\) than those in \(\alpha\)-position of the amide groups. Such secondary reactions are expected to have an increasing yield with the conversion of the oxidation process. Here, we observe that the yield of chromophores is maximal at the onset of exposure, which seems to disagree with the hypothesis in question.

- Compounds generated from the direct oxidation of \(\alpha\)- \(\text{CH}_2\), whether from the decomposition of hydroperoxides or the termination between two peroxy radicals and among which are for instance imides, aldehydes and carboxylic acids in \(\alpha\)-position of amide groups [5,6] and their derivatives (e.g. conjugated carbonyls resulting from the crotonization of aldehydes [6]).

The fact that the correlation between yellowing species and carbonyl compounds remains valid whatever the temperature and the oxygen pressure in the investigated range militate in favor of the
third hypothesis. In other words, if a whole oxidation kinetic model is available, it can be used to predict yellowing using only a proportionality relationship.

4.2. Chain scissions

Chain scission numbers determined from Equations 1 and 2 are plotted versus carbonyl concentration for all ageing exposures under study (Fig. 14).

![Graph showing chain scission number as a function of carbonyl concentration.]

Fig. 14. Chain scission number as a function of carbonyl concentration whatever the temperature of exposure in air and whatever the oxygen pressure at 110°C.

During the early period of exposure, typically for $\Delta[PC=O]_{1734cm^{-1}} \leq 0.09$ mol kg$^{-1}$, there is a proportionality between $\Delta[PC=O]_{1734cm^{-1}}$ and $s$, the ratio being about 0.13 scissions per carbonyl group. This ratio increases at high conversions but remains lower than 0.5. It is also lower than in the case of polyethylene (see below); thus, the low yield of chain scission in the early period of exposure suggests that methylenes other than $\alpha$ ones are not significantly attacked. Since hydroperoxides are instable, there is a relatively high yield of the presumed precursor of carbonyls and chain scissions i.e. the alkoxy radical; therefore, the low yield of chain scissions indicates the existence of an efficient competitive process. In Fig. 15. four possible reactions from alkoxy radicals are presented. Only one, presumably cage disproportionation with another alkoxy in a termination process occurs without chain scission and leads to an imide group. It can be concluded that reaction (c) which is the imide formation is the major route for alkoxy reactions that confirms literature data [5,6].

There are many hypotheses in the literature, explaining the increase of the chain scission yield at high conversions:

- The conversion of primary decomposition product of the alkoxy radicals into products with a higher yield in chain scission. For example, Roger et al [6,13] have proposed the subsequent hydrolysis of imides into amide and carboxylic acid, thus increasing the number of chain scission for a given concentration of carbonyl compounds. Another possible reaction is the
decomposition of \(\alpha\)-N alcohol \(-\text{CH}_2\text{-CHOH-NH-CO}\) into an aldehyde and a primary amide as proposed by Lemaire [6].

The other option, as previously mentioned, is the oxidation of methylenes in \(\beta, \gamma, \delta\ldots\) position that will be called later \(\beta\)-methylenes. Their oxidation is expected to be similar to polyethylene one. It was observed by Khelidj et al [28] that the relative yield of carbonyl over chain scission varies from 0.3 to 3.5 between 90 and 150°C i.e. the number of chain scissions per carbonyl group would be higher in PE than in PA11. One can deduce that if \(\beta\) methylenes were attacked, they would have a relatively high contribution to chain scission because of the higher reactivity of \(\alpha\)-N-methylene. In our previous work [3], the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of \((\alpha\)-N-C-H\) is about 355 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) against \(\sim 390\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for BDE\((\beta, \gamma, \delta\)-C-H\). Therefore, radical attack is first expected to occur on the \(\alpha\)-N-methylene.

4.3. Assessment of kinetic parameters

According to the above observations, it can be assumed that, in the early period of exposure, oxidation attacks selectively the \(\alpha\)-N-methylenes. Since hydroperoxides were found to be relatively instable, it can be assumed in a first approach that POOH decomposition is unimolecular. These assumptions lead to the following mechanistic scheme:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad \text{POOH} \rightarrow 2\text{P}^* + \gamma_{\text{CO}} \cdot \text{P} = \text{O} + \gamma_{5} \cdot \text{S} & (k_1) \\
(2) & \quad \text{P}^* + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{POO}^* & (k_2) \\
(3) & \quad \text{POO}^* + \text{PH} \rightarrow \text{POOH} + \text{P}^* & (k_3) \\
(4) & \quad \text{P}^* + \text{P}^* \rightarrow \text{inactive products} & (k_4) \\
(5) & \quad \text{P}^* + \text{POO}^* \rightarrow \text{inactive products} & (k_5) \\
(6) & \quad \text{POO}^* + \text{POO}^* \rightarrow \text{inactive products} & (k_6)
\end{align*}
\]

As observed in Fig. 7., oxidation in oxygen excess regime occurs when the \(\text{O}_2\) pressure is higher than 0.5 MPa. This means that above 0.5 MPa, terminations (4) and (5) can be neglected and a solution of the simplified kinetic scheme becomes achievable as the propagation rate constants \(k_2\) and \(k_3\) are known. Their values have been estimated as follows: It can be shown that since oxygen addition to radicals is very fast \((k_2 \approx 10^{8}\text{s}^{-1})\), the whole oxidation rate is not very dependent of the chosen value of \(k_2\) which has been arbitrarily taken equal to \(10^8\) l mol\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\). Concerning \(k_3\), according to our previous investigation [3], \(k_3[\text{PH}] \sim 100\) s\(^{-1}\) at 110°C.

One can define a “critical oxygen concentration” corresponding to the transition between both regimes [7].
\[ [O_2]_C \sim k_3k_3[PH]/k_2k_6 \]  
(Eq. 3)

Where [PH] is the concentration of abstractable hydrogens (here the \( \alpha-N-CH_2 \)) equal to 5.5 mol l\(^{-1} \) for PA11.

Let us recall that the determination of rate constants by an inverse approach (i.e. using the kinetic model to simulate the experimental results by a try-and-error procedure) is intricate because seven rate constants (in the simplest case) have to be determined from relatively simple curves. In such cases, the inverse problem could admit multiple solutions. Several sets of rate constants values could be employed for getting comparable simulations. For this reason:

- Propagation rate constants \( k_2 \) and \( k_3 \) are arbitrarily fixed from literature data. By using Eq. 3, one obtains \( k_2k_6/k_5 \sim 10^5 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) [3].

- The chosen set of rate constants has to allow the simulation of, not only, carbonyl build up curves, but also hydroperoxides, oxygen absorption and chain scission ones.

Here, the oxidation study under several oxygen pressures conditions gives a supplementary requirement for the set of rate constants to be determined from the inverse approach.

Let us consider Arrhenius plot of all oxidation rates. In Fig. 16., we compare:

- oxidation under atmospheric air for PA11 (this work)
- oxidation under atmospheric air for PA6 (from the paper by Dong and Gijsman [18])
- oxidation under 2.0 MPa corresponding to the oxygen excess regime for PA11.

![Arrhenius plot for PA11 ageings under air and under 2.0 MPa oxygen pressure (110 °C), and for PA6 (Dong and Gijsman [18]).](image)

Fig. 15. Arrhenius plot for PA11 ageings under air and under 2.0 MPa oxygen pressure (110 °C), and for PA6 (Dong and Gijsman [18]).

Fig. 16. calls for the following comments:
- plots for PA11 and PA6 under air are extremely close confirming that the oxidative attack occurs mainly in $\alpha$-N-C-H sites.
- the activation energy of $r_{ox}$ under oxygen excess is close to 101 kJ mol$^{-1}$.

Let us recall that the analytic solution of the mechanistic scheme under oxygen excess leads to [29]:

$$r_{ox} = 2k_3^2[PH]^2/k_6$$

(Eq. 4)

Eq. 4 leads to: $E_{ox} = 2E_3 - E_6$

(Eq. 5)

Several data were compiled in our previous work [3] for the Bond Dissociation Energy of C-H (BDE) in $\alpha$ position of amide group, converging toward a value of BDE $\sim$ 355 kJ mol$^{-1}$ so that $E_3 \sim$ 53 kJ mol$^{-1}$ i.e.: $E_6$ is around 5 kJ mol$^{-1}$. This $E_6$ value is lower than ones found in classical polyolefins [30]. It means that $k_6$ value remains extremely elevated whatever the temperature. A previous investigation [31] reports high $k_6$ values even at 30°C for different substrates in which termination is due to secondary peroxyl radicals. According to Howard and Ingold [31], those substrate would terminate by disproportionation [32] and the ease with which H is transferred plays a very important role in determining the rate constant for termination. Polyamide termination would thus display an interesting similarity with those reactions. This temporary explanation would suggest that polyamide termination generate an imide and an alkoxyamide, rather than a ROOR peroxide by coupling.

5. Conclusions

Previous studies already described the oxidation of polyamides especially in the case of photo-oxidation at molecular scale or thermal oxidation at high temperature (molten state). Our aim was firstly to focus on “moderate” temperature for aliphatic polyamide thermal oxidation in order to establish relationships between chemical structure, molecular changes and use properties, and secondly to estimate the orders of magnitude of rate constants.

Thanks to carbonyl formation rate measurements performed at several oxygen pressure and temperatures, the order of magnitude of the main elementary rate constants has been assessed. The final set of rate constants will soon be proposed based on a more complete set of experimental data including the changes of hydroperoxide concentration and the kinetic model will rise from this future analysis.

The carbonyl formation has been correlated to some physical and macromolecular modifications:

- Yellowing species detection by UV-Visible spectroscopy. A unique correlation between the level of oxidation (given by carbonyl absorbance) and the overall yellowing species was witnessed. It was
attempted to discuss the possible nature of chromophore species and the correlation enabled us to eliminate some previous hypotheses about the nature of chromophores. It is reasonable to assume that the structure of the chromophoric species carries a carbonyl group.

- Chain scission largely predominates over crosslinking reactions (indicating that the termination between radicals P° and POO° would not lead to dialkyl peroxides). It was shown that the yield of chain scission was almost 7.5 times lower than carbonyl one. It confirms that the reaction of alkoxy radicals mainly generates imide groups without chain scission. However, beyond a certain conversion degree, crosslinking appears and a significant increase of the chain scission yield is observed. These phenomena can be attributed to secondary reactions involving the primary oxidation products. For instance double bonds resulting from P° + POO° disproportionations could undergo macroradical additions, leading to crosslinking while instable primary products as for instance α amino alcohols could decompose to give chain scissions contributing to the increase of their yield.
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